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SUMmRY

The starting and ‘operatingpressure ratios were determined for two
supersonic wind tunnels which employed air injectors to supplement the
primary pumping systems of the tunnels. Data are presented for tunnels
operating at Mach numbers 3.85, 3.05, and 2.87 over a range of injector-
to-tunnel mass-flow ratios of 0.5 to 1.35. At Mach number 3.85, the
starting pressure ratio of 9.8 without injectors but tith a fixed sec-
ond throat was reduced to 4.68 tith injectors operating at an injector-
to-tunnel mass-fluw ratio of 1.27. The runntig pressure ratio was
lowered from 8.3 to 4.5. Corresponding reductions at Mach nunib~ 3.05
were from 4.5 to 2.71 for starting and from 4.5 to 2.37 for running at
a mass-flow ratio of 0.9. Those at I&ch number 2.87 were from 3.8 to
2.43 for starting and from 3.8 to 2.13 for running at amass-flow ratio
of 1.35. The data indicate that the tunnels with injectors operated at
pressure ratios approxhately 20 percent greater than the theoretically
predicted vslues.

IIVl?130DUCTIOll -

The use of auxiliary ati injection downstream of a supersonic wind
tunnel test section was initiated at the IWCA Ames laboratory, and the
prelhinsz’y results showed that this method of tunnel operaticm reduced
the pressure ratio required to start and run a supersonic tunnel. How-
ever, the injection of lnassflow requires a more complex ducting system
and generally results in added power requtiements. The development of
the specific theoretical analysis and results of the first experimental.
work are presented in reference 1. The method of operation is similti
to that of induction tunnels analyzed in reference 2.
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The pressure-ratio reduction attainable
suggests its use as a means of extending the

NACA TN 3262 -

with auxiliary injection
operational limits of

supersonic tunnels that are restricted by the pressure-ratio capacity
of their pumping facilities. Two of several such applications as sug-
gested in reference 1 are that of extending the Mach number range of
continuous-flow supersonic tunnels and the running time of blow-down
tunnels.

The feasibility of such proposals, however, depends on the effec- m
tiveness of the injectors in reducing the tunnel pressure ratio Wthout

a
d

excessive increases in the total weight flow. Because of the limita-
tions due to necessary assumptions in in~ector theory at the present
time, injector performance can be accurately determined onlyby experi-
ment. The work at Ames constitutes the only tiown experiments wherein
the in~ectors are supplementary to the primary pumping system. Pilot
studies to obtain additional infaimation were conducted in the Lewis
2- by 2-foot supersonic tunnel, which was operated at Mach number 3.85,
and in the 18- by 18-inch tunnel, which was operated at Mach nunibersof
3.05 and 2.87. The results are presented herein.
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The following symbols are

area, sq ft

specific heat at constant

specific heat at constant

(Mach n@ber function,M 1

SYMBOLS

used in this report:

pressure, Btu/(lb)(%)

volume, Btu/(lb)(%)

)
T

Mach number function, (1 + d) [l+~M2
-g

accel~ation of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2

Mach number

mass flow, slugs/see

Mach number function, D/G

stagnation pressure, lb/sq ft absolute
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static pressure, lb/sq ft absolute

gas constant, 53.3 (ft-lb)/(lb-%)

ratio of injector to tunnel mass flow

stagnation temperature, %

ratio of specific

ratio of injector

Subscripts:

o intake

1 tunnel

2 tunnel

3 end of

heats, 1.400

to tunnel stagnation temperature

of tunnel nozzle

test section

exit

mixing zone

3

4 minimum area of tunnel diffuser

a atmospheric conditions

d end of tunnel diffuser

J injector

t tunnel discharge tank

Superscript:

* sonic conditions

THEORY OF OPERATION

To start and to operate a supersonic tunnel require pressure
ratios across the tunnel circuit high enough to overcome the viscous
and terminal shock losses of the stream flow. These losses increase
with free-stresm Mach number and must be overcome by the tunnel pump-
ing facilities. Auxiliary ah injection can reduce the pressure-ratio
requirements of the drive system if the capacity of the facilities is
sufficiently large to handle the increased flow associated with injec-
tion. The reduction in pressure ratio is analogous to that obtained
by placing an auxilisry pump in the tunnel circuit between the end-
point measuring stations. The mechanics of the flow process are as
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follows: In starting, the min tunnel flow leaves the test section at
a reduced total pressure and velocity due to shock losses. If auxfliary e.
air is in~ected at.this point with high total pressure and velocity,
mixing of the two streams results in a combined flow having intermediate
losses. For the tunnd running condition, the terminal shock losses
occur downstream of the auxiliary air injection point and the two flows
may or may not mix prior to this shock. In either case, the injected
air decelerates the tunnel flow upstream of the terminal shocks, thus
reducing the shock losses.’

%

A s~lified one-dimensionalanalysis of injector performance was d

made by applying the equations of energy, momentum, and continuity.
The factors taken into consideration me tunnel free-stream Mach number,
injector Mach number, contra&ion of the tunnel stream flow before in-
jection (upstream contraction), contraction of the stream flow after
@jection (downstream contraction), type of tunnel-injector flow mti-
ing process (constamt-pressureor constant-area mixing), and ratios
of tijector to tunnel mass flow, stagnation pressure, and stagnation
temperature. For convenience, the equations and their use are outllned
in the a~endix.

The theoretical analysis of reference 1 indicates that the constant-
area mixing process is superior to the constant-pressuremixing; and”
that if both tunnel and injector are operated from a single air-flow

.

supply, a ratio of stagnation ptessures of unity is desirable. The
desirability of upstieam and downstream contraction was also indicated;
however, in the present investigationupstream contraction was not used

c

because data for a subsequent design employing downstream contraction
alone were desired.

lwJMRATus AND PRoc-mm

Tunnel Installation

The 2- by 2-foot and 18- by 18-inch supersonic tunnels (fig. 1) are
of the s@le-pass, continuous-air-flowtype and sre connected in parallel
between air drying and exhausting facilities as shown schematically in
figure l(a). The air flow is drawn through the tunnel by means of
piston-me exhaustors tith the selection of the tunnel to be operated
being made bymeans of the 48-inch gate valves. The tunnel stagnation
pressure is close to atmospheric. The back pressure on tunnel diffusers
is regulated by bleeding air from the atmosphere to the tunnel discharge
tank through the 24-inch gate valve. At all times the injectors drew
air directly fYom the atmosphere without drying or throttling.
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2- by 2-foot supersonic wind tunnel and injector configuration. -

The 2- by 2-foot supersonic wind tunnel and injector are shown in fig-
ure 2. Me tunnel nozzle contour plates form the top and bottom ~s,
and theti area ratio uncorrected for boundary layer corresponds to a
theoretical Mach number of 4.00. Tunnel calibration tith a wedge has
indicated the Mach number of the flow to be 3.85 through the test sec-
tion. The tunnel injector incorporates a flexible throat section,
movable wall segments, a short constant-area mixing length, and down-
stream contraction to an area equal to that of the tunnel test section.
This contraction is not only theoretically desirable but was necessary
to avoid extensive alteration to the tunnel subsonic diffuser.

The v~iations in injector configuration included changing the
injector throat area, offset, and injection angle. The rauges of vsri-
able and test conditions were as folJows:

(a) Ratio of injector to tunnel mass flow, 0.600 to 1.25 (based on
one-dimensional sonic flow area and measured stagnation temperatures
and pressures)

(b) 5° injection angle,with 4, 2, and l=&nch offsets

(c) 2-inch offset with 5°, 10°, 15°, and 20° injection angles

(d) Tunnel stagnation temperature, 200° F; injector stagnation tem-
perature, approximately 50° to 90° F

(e) Tunnel and injector stagnation pressures, approximately
atmospheric

(f) Tunnel air dew”point, -5° to -15° F

The injector exit Mach number varied with injector-to-tunnel mass-
flow ratio and injectW offset as shown in figure 3. Because the in-
jector walls were not parallel to the tunnel walls at the exit for the
10°, 15°, and 20° offsets, the Mach number as calculated from the throat-
to-exit mea ra:io varigd al.sotith injection ~~e~ as maybe seen by
comparing the S and 15 curves for a 2-inch offset.

18- by-18-inch wind tunnel and injector configurations. - The 18-
by 18-inch wind tunnel and injector configurations are shown in figure 4.
The unmodified tunnel nozzle theoretically expsmds the flow to a Mach
number of 3.20 when uncorrected for boundary layer. Calibration with
a wedge indicates a test-section Mach nunber of 3.05.

.
To extend the Mach pumber raage of the investigation, the nozzle

. and the test section were modified by reducing the width of the tunnel

with two l$inch inserts. Two struts spanned the tunnel as support

—. -—....—— .
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columns to prevent a collapse of the upstresznedge of the inserts (see
detail A in fig. 4). The theoretical Mach-number based on the geometry
was 3.01, and calibration with a pitot-static probe indicated a Mach
number of 2.87 at the test-section exit.

Two injector configurations were investigated. Their design was
governed by space and structural l~tations that prohibited the incor-
~oration of any constant-srea mixing length. A downstream contraction
to the test-section area of the unmodified tunnel was again mandatory
and the injector geometries did not conform to either a constant-area
or a constant-pressuremixing process.

The first configuration consisted of only the fixed contoured
wooden blocks shown in figure 4, which had a 15° in~ection angle with
respect to the tunnel axis. The mass-fluw ratio of this configuration
was varied by reducing the 18-inch injector height with inserts con-
toured to fit the flow passage, thus permitting only partial injection.
The second injector configuration employed= flexible wall using the
outer wooden blocks of the first configuration as structural members
only (see also fig. 5). Stresses on the flexible wall were reduced by
venting the space behind it to the tunnel transition section. Indepen-
dent control of both the injector throat and the exit area (mass flow
and Mach nunber) was ob”tiinedby either flexing the wall or rotating
the enttie assembly or both.

.

The first injector configuration was investigated only at a tunnel
Mach number of 3.05 over a mass-flow-ratio range from 0.825 to 0.900 at

.

an injector Mach number of 2.07. Although the mass-ratio range with
inserts was limited, a variety of insertarrmgements which injected
equal mass flows over only a part of each tunnel side were investigated.

Most of the data presented were obtained with
configuration which employed flexible plates. The
flow variables are as folhws:

At Mach number 3.05:

the second injector
ranges of injected

(a) Ratio of injector to tunnel mass flow, O.5 to 1.0

(b) Injector Mach numbers, 1.40 to 2.20

At Mach number 2.87:

(a) Ratio of injector to tunnel mass flow, 0.9 to 1.40

(b) Injector Mach numbers, 1.70 to 2.20 .

m
2
to
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The test conditions were as follows:

(a) Tunnel and injector stagnation

(b) Tunnel sad injector stagnation
atmospheric

(c) Tunnel air-flow dew point, -7°

7

temperature, 50° to 90° F

pressure, approximately

to -33° F.

Instrumentation and Data Reduction

The instrumentation (see alsd fig. 1) consisted of the following
items: (a) four pitot tubes and four thermocouples located upstream
of the tunnel nozzle (station O); (b) static orifices along the center
line of the tunnel nozzle, test section, injector, and downstream con-
traction side plates; (c) a five-tube pitot rake at the end of the
tunnel diffuser (station d); (d) a static orifice in the tunnel dis-
charge tank (station T); and (e) a thermometer at the injector intake.

The stagnation pressures were based on area weighted averages.
The tunnel and injector mass flows were calculated using the average -
stagnation pressures, stagnation temperatures, and sonic throat axeas,
assuming one-dimensional isentropic flow from the measuring stations
to the throat stations.

Methods of Tunnel Starting

Starting of the 2- by 2-foot tunnel was possible by
procedures. In the conventional procedure, both 48-inch

two different
gate valves as

well as the 24-inch bleed valve were opened and the exhausters started.
The pressure ratio across the tunnel and injectors was then controlled
by throttling the bleed air. In-this manner the starting pressure ratio
could be approached gradually. The maximum pressure ratio attainable
with the pumping facilities when handling both tunnel and injector flow
(no bleed air) is presented in figure 6 as a function of injector-to-
tunnel mass-flow ratio.

In the low-density start, the upstream gate valve and bleed valve
were closed when the exhausters were started. The flow through the
injectors was thus established first, evacuating the tunnel and piping
to the upstream valve. The upstream valve was then opened for the
start.

A low-density start aided the tunnel starting in two ways. First,
a pressure ratio higher than that attainable for the operating condition
was temporarily available. This pressure ratio is shown as a curve of
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P~Pt in figure 6 and is a result of the reduced flow to the exhausters

when the upstream valve was closed. The aspirating action of the in-
jectors further ticreased the pressure ratio between the atmospheric
side of the upstresn valve and the tunnel test section as shown by the
curve of P~P1. Both pressure ratios are plotted In figure 6 against

values of injector-to-tunnelmass-fluw ratio for the tunnel running
condition. The second advantage resulted from the fact that the start-
ing process occurred at a reduced stagnation pressure and, hence, re-
duced tunnel mass rate. The in~ector-ta-tunnelmass-flow ratio during
starting was therefore increased which, as will be shown subsequently,
reduced the starting requirements.

For starting, the evacuated piping acted as a vacuum storage tank
with the actual pressure ratio across the nozzle depending on the volume
of the piping and the rate at which the upstream valve was opened. The
supersonic flow in the test section was established at a pressure ratio
between that indicatedby the curves of Pa/Pt for the low-density and

the conventional stsrts. In addition to aiding the tunnel starting,
the low-density start reduced the loads on the model in the test section
and the duration of the starting process.

.

RESULTS AND DISCUSS1OIV

The theoretical perfomnance of both tunnel injector configurations .

is presented in figures 7 and 8. The performance calculated for Mach
number 4.0 corresponds to the

7

eometry of the 2- by 2-foot supersonic
tunnel and test conditions pj pl of 1.0 and Tj/To of 0.788. For

this configuration, the injector exit Mach number varies with mass
ratio as previously indicated in figure 3. The data at Mach numbers
3.20 and3.01 (figs. 8(a) and (by) correspond to.the 18- by 18-inch
tunnel and the injector configuration which employed the flexible plate.
For these two configurations p@l and Tj/T1 were both 1.0 and the

injector exit Mach numbers remained fixed at 2.10 amd 1.80, respectively.

All calculations are based on one-dimensional flow theory and a
constant-area mixing process. Subsonic diffuser or wall friction lo6ses
are n@ included and the geometric tunnel and injector sxeas axe uncor-
rected for boundary layer.

In addition to the starting and running pressure ratios, theoretical
choking limits are indicated. These limits represent the maximum mass
injection, which, if exceeded, chokes the minimum downstream area be-
fore the tunnel stsxts. The solid curves of figures 7 and 8 from which -
one limit is obtained are based on the assumption of complete flow mix-
ing. The second
These two limits
process.

limit is obtained for the assumption of no flow mixing. -
should represent the extremes of the actual flow-choking

m’
:1

to’
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The theoretical analysis indicates that at Mach number 4.0 (fig. 7)
the tunnel stsx%tig should not be limited by choking in the injected
mass range investigated. At Mach number 3.20 (fig. 8(a)), the choking
mass ratio of 0.93 for complete mixtig is close to that of 0.96 for no
flow mixing. A reductioh in test-section Mach number to 3.01 (fig. 8(b))
lowers the starting pressure ratio and increases the permissible mass-
ratio injection. Again the choking limits for complete flow mixing
{mj/mo = 1.52) ~d no flOW Wing (mj/~ = 1.42) are close.

Relatively unaffected by the change in Mach number from 3.20 to
3.01 were the running pressure ratios and choking pressure ratios for
complete flow mixing at mass ratios greater than 0.60. Above this
injected mass ratio, the downstream contraction is the minimum area,
and the cho~g pressure ratios for a given mass injector are identical.
The running pressure ratios differ only ”becauseof a slight change in
the supersonic mixing losses. Below amass ratio of 0.6 no dowmtream
contraction exits at Mach number 3.01. For the cotiined flow, the tun-
nel plus injector exit area is the minhn.un. Therefore, the choking
pressure ratio is less than at Mach number 3.20, and the running and
st~ing pressure ratios at Mach number 3.01 coincide.

2- by 2-foot tunnel-injectorperformance. - The performance of the
2- by Z-foot tunnel operating with the various injector configurations

“ is presented in figure 9. The lowesf running pressure ratios we in-
dicated for the 2-inch offset tith a 5° injection angle and no model in
the test section. However, a low-density start was required to estab-
lish the test-section flow and insertion of a split-wing ram-jet model
to simulate pressure losses prevented continuous operation.

Running pressure ratios with a model to simulate losses were obtained
with a 2-inch offset and either a 10° or 15° injection.angle. The test-
section flow could be established with a conventional start. The experi-
mental curves are drawn through the data for these points, and a compari-
son with the theoretical curves (from fig. 7) indicates a fati agreement
between their slopes. The tunnel which employed a fixed second throat
prior to the installation of the in~ctor required pressure ratios of
approxhately 9.8 to start and 8.3 to run. Operation with injectors
at a mass ratio of 1.27 lowered the starting and running pressure-ratio
requirements to 4.68 and 4.5, respectively. The 5° injector with a
4-inch offset and the 20° injector with a 2-inch offset had running pres-
sure ratios greater than that available from the pumping facilities,
slthough the test-sec’tionflow could be established momentarily with a
low-density start.

18- by 18-inch tunnel injector performance. - The 18- by 18-inch
tunnel-injectorperformance is presented in figure 10. The initial
injector with inserts (partial injection) permitted starting-up to a
mass ratio of 0.85 (fig. 10(a)). Starting and running pressure ratios
were identical and were not affected by variations in the location of
the injector passages.

.- ..— .—— ——— —.—
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the flexible wall configuration, choking at the
~revented starting at mass ratios above 0.90, a
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downstream con-
velue close to

that theoretically predicted. Data taken for a systematic variation of
injector Mach numb& from 1.40 to 2.30 established the optimum value at
2.10 for both starting and running. This value was critical because for
values below 1.80 or above’2.20choktig prevented starting. At a mass
ratio of 0.9, the starting pressure ratio was 2.71, and that for running
was 2.57. Without injectors the tunnel required a pressure ratio of 4.5
for both running and stsrting.

At Mach number 2.87 (fig. 10(b)) the injector-tunnelmass ratio was
l~ted to a minimum value of 0.90 by stresses in the flexible wall, and
extended to a maximum of 1.325 prior to choking on the start. The a~ee-
ment with the theoretically predicted choking ltmit was not so good as
at Mach number 3.05. This increased depsrture from theory may be a re-
sult of losses from disturbances generated by the support struts at the
beginning of the test section. Again the injector Mach number was crit-
ical in the starting process, the optimum Value being approximately
1.80. The minhnum pressure ratio for starting, 2.43, and that for run-
ning, 2.13, were obtained at a mass ratio of 1.35. With no injection
flow, both pressure ratios were 3.8.

During the course of the investigation,two values of the starting .

pressure ratio existed in many instances. The data of figure 10 are the “
higher of the two values and were obtained when the flow separated from
one wall of the tunnel test section during the starting process. With

.,

no flow separation, the starting pressure ratios were almost the ssme as
the running values. However, once the tunnel was started, a reduction
in pressure ratio below the running value invariably resulted in a
separated flow. This separation persisted with supersonic flow partially
filling the test section until the pressure ratio was increased to the
higher starting value. Alternatively, if the pressure ratio was reduced
below approximately 1.90, the separation was eliminated and a subsonic
flow filled the test section.

Ccmlpsxison of expertientalwith theoretical performance. - A com-
parison of the experimental with the theoretical performance as calcu-
lated from the data of figures 7 to 10 is presented in figure I-1. The
theoretical performance as previously discussed does not include wall
friction or subsonic diffuser losses.

At all three Mach numkm?s, the expertiental values of the running
pressure ratio were found to be a~roximately 20 percent greater than
the theoretical. At Mach numbers 3.85 and 3.05, the experimental start-
ing values are within 10 percent of the theoretical and are believed to .

be conservativebecause they represent the high= of the two observed
values. For the case of attached flow to the tunnel wall throughout the
starting process, the lower value of starting pressure ratio in some

.
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instances is less than theoretical (comparisonnot shown in fig. l.1).
Ih this connection, viscous corrections would lower the theoretical
values. At Mach number 2.87, the agreement was not so good as for Mach
number 3.85 or 3.05. For this case it was felt that two sources of
total-pressure loss .mayaccount for the increased difference. First,
a loss is incurred from the strong disturbances generated by the test-
section-insert support struts and the discontinuity at the juncture of
the test-section insert with the nozzle contour as previously indicated.
Second, the viscous losses sre increased because the test section with
the inserts is effectively longer than would normallybe employed at
that Mach nmiber.

An investigation conducted to determine the starting and running
performance of two supersonicwind tunnels operating with the aid of
auxiliary air fnjection downstream of the test section gave the follow-
ing results:

1. Starting and running pressure ratios were appreciably reduced
as listed in the followtng table. Those at Mach number 3.85 without
injectors were obtaine,dwith a fixed second throat.

Tunnel With injection Without injection
Mach Injector starting Running Stiting Running
number mass-flaw pressure pressure pressure pressure

ratio ratio ratio ratio ratio

3.85 1.27 4.68 4.50 9.8 8.3
3.05 ● 90 2.71 2.57 4.5 4.5
2.87 1.35 2.43 2.13 3.8 3.8

2. The experimental running pressure ratios which include subsonic
diffuser iosses were approx-tely 20 percent greater than the theoreti-
cally predicted ratios which did not include any friction or diffuser
losses and which assumed ideal.nozzle flow. The starting values were
within 10 percent of theoretical.

3. The optimum angle of injection with respect to the tunnel axis
was 10° to 15° at Mach number 3.85. These vslues were critical in this
installation because lower or higher injection angles required running
pressure ratios, with a model in the tunnel section, fg?eaterthan those
available from the pumping equipment.

—— ——— ——_
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4. At tunnel Mach numbers of 3.05 and 2.87, the optimum in~ector
Mach numbers when using a 15° injection angle were 2.10 and 1.80, respec-
tively. At injector Mach numbms above 2.20 or below 1.80 choking at
the downstream contraction prevented starting.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, July 6, 1954
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Jm?EmnX - OUTLINE OF T13EOKETlCALAJ!ULYSIS

The equations used to calculate the performance of the tunnel-
injector configurations are presented and their application is outlined.
The station locations as used are indicated in figure l(b).

‘Assumptions

(1) One-dimensional adiabatic flow through tunnel, injector, smd
diffuser

(2) I?ofriction losses

(3) A cons&nt-area tiing process for the tunnel flow with
injector flow, with all mixing complete at station 3

(4) cpj cv, T, and R constant “

Equations

The general equations of continui~, momentum, and energy for the
constant-area flow mixing process are given in references 2 and 3. “
Between stations 3 and 4 they may be written in terms of stagnation .

., pressure and temperature as

Continuity:

or

where

.
and

- ..—. —— —— —. ——
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Momentum:

when

and where

Energy:

which reduces to

P*G2 +pjAjGj = P3A3G3

AZ +Aj =A3.

m2cp?2 +mj~Tj = IU3CPT3

T3 l+re T3
-=. .

&- M

where

0=%
T2

Combining equations (Al), (A2), and (A3) fields ‘

where

I?= D/G
(

r;.$/2(1+ d)-’ .=Ml+—

NACA TM 3262
.

(A’)

(A4)

(M)

A tabulation of D, G, and I’?as we12 as several other useful functions
of Mach number may be found in reference 3 for a range of Mach numbers
from O to 5 in increments of 0.001. .

.
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The continuity
yield the following

15

and ener~ relations between the various stations
equations: With upstream contraction,

PIAID1
D2 =

‘+2

Between stations 1 and 3,

P~
—= 1 p+r,l,z~~

‘3 (l+r)l/2 (l+re}l/2A1

With downstream contraction,

D4=>D3

‘4

and when A4 = A2,

(A5)

(A6)

(A7)

(A8)

The equations for the choking limits of either pressure ratio, srea
ratio, or mass ratio between station 1 and any other downstream station
may be based on either the assumption of complete mixing or no mixing of
the tunnel with injector flow.

For complete mixing, the choking pressure ratio between stations 1
and 4 is obtained from continuity and ener~ relations as

()

P*
1 1

A4D*

~=
(A9)

(l+r)l’2 (l+re)l’2%Dl

For a given Mach number at 1, should the presswe ratio and mass
ratio be predetermined, the choking area ratio may be calculated. Thus,
between stations 1 and 2,

for the starting condition of shock in the test section.
.

.

,

..— — _____ — -— —
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With no mixing of tunnel tith injector air, a condition which might
occur hmediately downstream of stations 2 and j, the tunnel and injector
air axe assmmned to attain a static-pressure equilibrium. Should p be

2greater t~ P2, the injector air may expand and choke off the tunn 1
flow for the starting condition of shock in the test section and super-
sonic injector flow. I?orthis condition,

where A2,3 and Ajj3 sre the areas.occupied by the tunnel air and

injection air, respectively, on attaining static-pressure equilibrium.
Solving for A1/~ and substituting the continuity and ener~ relation
give

.

(All)

‘2 3where ~ is the normal shock pressure recovery at the test section

Mach num~=, %,3 =D*=
.

‘0.5787,Pj,3 = Pj, and Dj,3 is found from

pj,3 = P2,3; or

~= ‘2,3 ‘2,3 ‘1 _

‘j,3 ‘2,3 ‘1 ‘j -

The maximum upstream contraction as
(no mixing) is less than that determined
mix3ng) when the tunnel static pressure
static pressure p .

3
l?m this condition, fij is less than Mj,3 and

-1 -1

0 528 ‘2,3 ‘1
.

~
(A12)

‘1

determined by equation (All)
by equation (AIO)(complete
pP is less than the injector

J.

Dj,3
—-+ is greater than zero. Should p2 be greater than pJ,

11
— - — is less than zero, equation (~) is no long= valid, and
‘j)3 Dj
equation (KIO) determines the upstream contraction limit.

The parameters D, G, and N as well as the normal shock pressure
recovery and local static-to-totalpressure ratio ere sll functions of
M. Evaluation of any one function enables the others to be found from

.

.
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the tables such as those of reference 3. However, two precautions must
be considered. F&st, although the parameter N is constht through a
normal shock (at constant area), each value of D, G, and N has a sub-
sonic and supersonic solution of M and the correct solution correspond-
ing to the physics of the flow must be used. Second, the choking limita-
tions such as those given by equations (A9) to (All) should not be ex-
ceeded, and, in fact, the maximum permissible area contractions deter-
mined by them should be reduced because of viscous effects.

Theoretical Analysis Procedure

Equation (A4) is used to find the resultant Mach number ~ after
the mixing process. For the stsz%ing condition, a normal shock is
assumed in the tunnel test section, station 1; N2 is found through the
use of equation (AS) where D2 and M2 sre subsonic; if upstream con-

traction is used, it has a Mmiting value as determined by either equa-
tion (AIO) or (All); and M3 must be the subsonic value corresponding
to N3. Equation (A6) is then solved for the starting pressure ratio.

For the running condition, the normal shock which terminates the
supersonic flow is assumed to be at station 4. PI = P2 in equation

(AS), and D2, M2, and IT2 are supersonic solutions. The use of a

supersonic solution for D3 in equation (A6) gives the supersonic mix-
ing pressure ratio. Then for the supersonic flow ahead of the shock at
station 4, P4 = P3 and equations (A7] or (A8) are used to determine

D4 and the normal shock recovery at M4. Dividing
ing pressure ratio by the normal shock recovery at
ning pressure ratio.

Should a subsonic solution for D% be used in

the supersonic mix-
M4 gives the run-

equation (A6) for the
running condition, the pressure ratio “P1/P3 will correspond to a flow
condition where a normal shock is positioned at station 3. This solu-
tion corresponds to the running pressure ratio for a geometry with no
downstream contraction. With no upstream contraction (Al = A2), the
starting normal snock may be assumed to occur anywh=e between stations
1 and 3 begause ITl= N2 and PID1 = P2D2 across the shock; a subsonic

solution for D3 in equation (A6) gives the starting pressure ratio.
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